FORAGING WALKS WITH DIEGO BONETTO:
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
Are we going to be harvesting plants?
No, we will learn about plants. We will only collect a few leaves and flowers here and there and with those, we
will discuss ID features. The main aim of the workshop is to empower you with identification skills so that
when you go back home you can recognise with confidence some useful plants in your own
garden/surroundings.
Are we going to scramble in the wilderness?
No, no bush bashing. We will walk on even ground and sometimes might walk up a grass field, that's it. Bring
your walking shoes and you will be fine.
Is this suitable for elderly people or less mobile people?
Unfortunately, this particular workshop is not suitable for less mobile people. We will walk on grass and at
points steep surfaces.
Can we try the plants?
Yes, I will offer samples of the plants we talk about for you to try. I believe taste memories are just as
important as touch, smell and look.
Can I come with my dog?
Yes, as long as is well behaved with the other guests.
Can I bring the weeds from my garden for you to identify?
Yes please, I love to help to identify treasures growing in your yard!
What if it looks like it’s going to rain on the day?
Rain is good, and we do not get enough of it in this country. If there is a chance of rain I will let you know and
we will go ahead, just bring an umbrella. Plants are so much happier when is raining, it will be the chance for
you to look at species when they are at their best. If it is scheduled to rain hard or strong wind we will cancel
the workshop and either refund your booking or move your booking to another date.
Can I ask specific questions on the workshop?
Absolutely. I love questions and if you have any burning one just let me know in advance or on the day and I
will endeavour to provide you with answers or follow up with links that would help in your quest.

